Using balance poses as a means of grounding
1. Standing balance flow

Modifications:
If you are unable to bring the foot to the thigh you can place
the sole of the foot onto the calf – or place the toes onto the
mat, bringing the heel to the calf

*The key to a stable tree is the connection of the sole of the foot into the thigh/calf and the responding connection of
the thigh/ calf into the foot*

Using balance poses as a means of grounding
2. Inversion balance flow

Whilst we may not think of downward facing dog as a
balance or an inversion, this pose is both!
We use the hands as our foundation, balanced by
support of the balls of the feet
Our head and heart are lower than our hips, offering a
gentle inversion that can calm the mind and lift the
spirits
Practice spending some time in adho mukha svanasana, focusing on your breath, a sense of spaciousness
between the shoulders, yielding into hands and feet with a corresponding reach up, and back of the tail

Move from here into plank pose – kumbhakasana

Practice spending one, or more breaths in
kumbhakasana, focusing on your breath, the
same sense of spaciousness between the
shoulders, yielding into hands and feet with a
corresponding reach forward with the crown
and back with the heels (alternatively, lower
the knees to half-plank)
Flow back to adho mukha svanasana on an
exhale, continue for 2-5 rounds before resting
in balasana (child’s pose) or flowing through
chaturanga to a simple bhujangasana (cobra)
& back to downward dog or balasana

From here – if you are comfortable with inversions & have some wall space you might feel like adding in some
handstand prep, dolphin pose (makarasana) or a calming, cooling inversion such as salamba sarvangasana
(supported shoulderstand) or our ‘go to’ vapritta karani (legs up the wall pose) as an alternative to savasana

